
Sony PVM 14M4U Repair

Steak Electronics

Figure 1: Barely User Service-able!

1 Start

Video 1105.webm shows the problem. Lines moving both vertically (obvious)
and horizontally (less obvious, looks diagnolly).
The second problem, which was more of a problem at the start, was disassem-
bly, and then putting it in a way that it could be repaired. Video from bot-
net tube (Sony PVM-8041Q Monitor Teardown and Repair-iyJDam0blYA)
Shows a repair of a smaller 10 inch model, and you can see, the user is able
to easily access parts of the board to repair. However, the 14 inch models
are not as simple. The board with all the processing on it (the A board), is
on the bottom of the chassis, and to take that out... well video 1104.webm
shows what I had to do to get access to the board, while it’s powered on.
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2 CAUTION

The tube is extremely damgerous, and I get nervous anytime I go near it. Do
NOT try this if you aren’t careful. There is also 600V rails on the bottom of
board A where the hi voltage (read flyback) transformer is. The only thing
in our favor, is that there IS a service manual with some explanations of
where everything is. The problem, as I already mentioned, is that actually
servicing this device is damn near impossible.

3 Repair

At first I suspected capacitors had gone bad - due to the failure mode. When
it originally failed, it had been working, then suddenly failed. I used an ESR
meter but was unable to find any bad caps. This ESR meter is untested,
so it’s either that there are no bad caps, the bad caps have failed in a way
besides high ESR, or that the esr meter doesn’t actually work. I do not have
a capacitance meter.
I poked around a bit, but after a few minutes, remembered that voltages
should always be checked somewhere early in the repair. Lucky for me, a
-15v voltage is showing -25 volts. It being a negative voltage (in my limited
knowledge) points to it being for an op amp, and op amps that don’t have
the right voltage might fail the H and V sync. I will try to fix that and hope
there is no other damage.

Figure 2: The Rail is listed as -15V...
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Figure 3: Fault. Later on I moved to a Fluke 27 for this, so please bear with
the low quality DMM

I looked around, and the output from the PWM is fed into a transformer,
where it’s rectified into a number of different voltages. The service manual
tells all of this.

Figure 4: PWM to Transformer to Zener
It appears that the -15V rail (as well as the +7V rail, both have voltages
slightly off. I thought at first, the diodes from the block diagram were
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zeners (being backwards) but it looks like instead, the problem is before
the transformer. I’ll have to delve a little deeper to see what is giving an
incorrect value.

4 Day 2

I did some more work on this, but was unable to determine the fault. I
think that the fault is before the transformer, but I can’t figure out which
component has failed. There are not many electrolytic caps before the trans-
former, and I don’t have equipment to check capacitance of other caps. The
rail that is marked as 110V before the transformer reads 130, which ’might’
be acceptable (my meter is also not true RMS). 110V would refer to Japan’s
110V, and for it to be higher in US is expected. Add that to my non true
RMS meter, and the error is not glaringly bad. On the other hand, the -22
Volts on the (spec’d) -15V rail definitely is out of spec. I did try a few things,
such as isolating the Mains input (i.e. cutting traces on a few spots, and
caps) before it entered into the main Rectifier, but I did not find anything
conclusive.

What I know is that there are two rails that are off, the 7V and -15V rails.
The 7V rail doesn’t appear to be used. I’ve decided to add in an additional
-15V regulator using an LM337, to output 1.5A of -15V. I tried adding
another cap on C629, the one of two electrolytics on the -15V rail, but no
difference. There are two paths the -15V rail takes in from the mains. One
is from the PWM pin B, which has a resistor divider go to S and then
down to the pin of the transformer for -15V. One of these resistors might be
underspec.
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Figure 5: -15V Rail

R605 Measures 380, which may be right (due to it being on board when
measuring. it IS close). R604 is .4K (390). Supposed to be 1.2K. But,
measuring on board... R607 is .4K again. Seems measuring these in circuit
is a losing game. C616 is not a short. R610 is 8.1K. Seems high. It’s value
should be no higher than 2.2K... Looks like this is a schematic error, as
R608 and R609 are the same value resistors and both are similar readings.
R610 is in spec. About all I can think, is pulling R604, R605, and R607 and
measuring them.

I’m a bit confused whether the test probe measurements are AC or DC. It
says 110, which is after a rectifier, (so DC) but I see AC also on this line, and
as well, it’s going through a transformer, so it must be AC that is coupling,
but the AC is 22V, while the DC is 135V or so. Perhaps the fault is near the
bridge diode, and with the coupling capacitors nearby... I tried removing
them before, but I don’t have equipment to test their values. I didn’t see
any shorts. I give up - I will put in the LM337 and call it a day.

One thing that is interesting, is that I really shouldn’t need to troubleshoot
this at all. This kind of information should be found on a forum or docu-
ment provided by the manufacturer. Surely they have had this failure mode
on other Televisions. A true shortcoming of capitalism, and disposable elec-
tronics. It does not endear me to this company in any way.
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4.1 Day 3

I managed to get an LM337 tested and built up on perfboard. As I was
soldering wires to the machine, (while unplugged) some caps discharged
back into the 115 VOut of the STRS3115 chip as I accidentally moved the
probe the wrong way. Oops. Too bad there wasn’t a diode there. Now the
chip won’t output 115V DC. Upon turning the Television on, you can hear
the tube attempt to start (sounds like a high voltage ping, which fails to
complete, then repeatedly pings - see video). Not enough voltage.

Good news is, a new chip should fix the 115V rail. There is nothing else
on that rail that would’ve failed (although I can’t speak for downstream),
so a reasonably straightforward fix. The Television remains on the bench
another few days. And some more good news, the LM337 seems to output
a near clean -15V. It will be interesting to see what the repaired voltage rail
does to the tv output once the 115V rail is back in order.

5 Conclusion

This was my first Television repair. After I replaced the new chip which I
had shorted out earlier, I attempted to turn it on, but the tube would only
start for a brief moment before turning itself off (after what seems to be the
opto-coupler relay on the power board switched on). At this point, out of
the need to clean my desk, I threw in the towel, and tore down the device
for what I wanted, giving the rest to recyclers. All in all, it was a learning
experience for televisions, and I’m not afraid of CRTs (maybe I should be,
though) as much as I was... The lessons to learn in this experience are:

• Be careful of multiple grounds on power supplies like this

• Fuses are good. Without a fuse on this, I would’ve burned something,
my probe likely.

• Be especially careful when checking voltages in a device like this. Any
caps that are charged, will release a shock into other lines if you slip
while probing, and that can be the end of your repair right there.
Probe as little as possible.

Upon watching other videos online 1 I noticed a few other aspects which
would’ve been useful for my setup (in terms of safety), and also one for
repair success.

1Example being EEVblog #378, where he attemps a repair of a Yamaha Stereo Amp.
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• Use an isolation transformer for the device under test

• Use isolated probes (or make them from the math function and two
probes with the ground leads disconnected... Look online if you are
not familiar with this).

• Use a GFCI on the outlet where the device is connected. (I need one
of these for my lab bench).

And the one note about repair success is, that if I systematically took all
(or some of the early ones perhaps, or the ones in the target 15V rail) of
the capacitors, and was able to measure with both ESR and a Capacitance
meter - which I don’t have - I might’ve been able to find a fault there. Not
just electrolytics, but other caps, and of course as Michael Geier wrote in
his book on diagnosing electronics, not just caps but anything can fail. TV
Try #1 was not a success but there’s no telling what will happen next time.

Onto the next repair!

6 Post Script

Watching a youtube video2, the narrator pulls out a similar Panasonic televi-
sion schematic, which has some waveforms, and a relatively (but not exactly)
similar power schematic. Maybe it would’ve been advisable for me to check
other japanese televisions to see if I could find the same schematic, but in
this case, possibly one with more detail.

2I do not like the youtube gangster monopoly.
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